Field Installation Technician

The Role:

Your role’s primary responsibility is the installation and onsite service support of optical fiber machinery equipment. You will work collaboratively with other technicians and engineers to obtain project acceptance at installation sites mainly in Asia.

You will be part of a small field service team taking full ownership of your workload portfolio. You will be working across different sites during the year and be prepared for changing schedules.

You will inspect the progress of construction installation against drawings and specifications to ensure that the field installation complies with design and provide accurate notes, feedback and documentation on completed projects.

Reporting:
Reporting to Field Operations Director.

Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:

- Good understanding of general construction, assembly and connectivity concepts
- General knowledge of HVAC and Power and electrical requirements is beneficial
- Ability to read CAD line and PID drawings
- Computer literate with a sound working knowledge of word processing, and spread sheet package
- Comfortable using hand tools and power tools
- Ability to frequently kneel, bend, and stand for long periods of time
- Ability to safely lift and carry moderate to heavy components and move heavy equipment.
- Must be comfortable working on ladders, platforms, and scissor lifts.
- Report issues in time and pursue solutions with a technical team.
- Liaise and maintain relationships with client representatives.
- Ability to communicate effectively in writing to provide documentation on completed installations

Other Job Requirements

- You must have a keen sense of maintaining high standards and have a high level of pride in your work.
- Have demonstrated the ability to work autonomously and under pressure to meet constant deadlines.
- Well organized, with an ability to prioritize.
- Ability to travel extensively (@75%), typically in Asia
- Ability to work and deal with people at different levels and of different cultures
- Scheduling flexibility based on business needs
Experience as a field service technician/engineer carrying out installation, commissioning and both breakdown and preventative maintenance activities is preferred.

**Education & Experience:**

- Bachelor or Associates degree or equivalent in a technical field

For further information regarding this position or our business please contact Jeffrey Lee, jlee@asisilicamachinery.com